
Book Recommendations for Adults
Delta-vDelta-v
by Daniel Suarez
A billionaire recruits a team of
adventurers to launch the first
mining operation in space—with the
aim of kick-starting an entire off-
world economy—but the team soon
discovers the extreme risks they’ll be
facing. By a New York Times best-
selling author

The Martian : a novelThe Martian : a novel
by Andy Weir
Stranded on Mars by a dust storm
that compromised his space suit
and forced his crew to leave him
behind, astronaut Mark Watney
struggles to survive in spite of
minimal supplies and
environmental challenges that test
his ingenuity.

Artemis : a novelArtemis : a novel
by Andy Weir
Augmenting her limited income by
smuggling contraband to survive on
the Moon's wealthy city of Artemis,
Jazz agrees to commit what seems
to be a perfect, lucrative crime, only
to find herself embroiled in a
conspiracy for control of the city

Red moonRed moon
by Kim Stanley Robinson
Thirty years after China established
the first colony on the Moon, an
American who witnesses a murder, a
celebrity travel reporter, and the
daughter of China's Minister of
Finance, all find that it is a very
deadly place

Leviathan wakesLeviathan wakes
by James S. A Corey
After Captain Jim Holden discovers a
derelict, abandoned spaceship, he
unearths a secret that threatens to
throw the entire solar system into
war and a vast conspiracy that could
mean the end of the human race

Before MarsBefore Mars
by Emma Newman
Arriving on Mars for her new job as a
geologist and de facto artist in
residence, Anna Kubrin, after
receiving a strange note in her own
hand, begins to suspect that she is
caught up in an elaborate corporate
conspiracy that could cause her to

lose her grip on reality and to face unimaginable
horrors. By the author of After Atlas. Original.

ProvenanceProvenance
by Ann Leckie
Power-driven young woman Ingray
has just one chance to secure the
status that she craves and regain
priceless lost artifacts prized by her
people: she must free their thief from
a prison planet from which no one
has ever returned

Aurora : LibraryAurora : Library
EditionEdition
by Kim Stanley Robinson
Generations after leaving Earth on
humanity's first voyage beyond the
solar system, a starship draws near to
a planet that may serve as a new
home world for those on board.
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